
HARLEY DAVIDSON MOTOR COMPANY

Official site of Harley-Davidson Motor Company. Check out current Harley motorcycles, locate a dealer, & browse
motorcycle parts and apparel.

Please retain a copy for your files. In those 14 years, more than , participants in the course learned to ride on
the Buell Blast. Only 1, were made and the XA never went into full production. Lang of Chicago sold three
bikes from the five built in the Davidson backyard shed. Over the next two years, he and his childhood friend
Arthur Davidson worked on their motor-bicycle using the northside Milwaukee machine shop at the home of
their friend Henry Melk. Please refer to Page 4 of the Licensee Application Form for the legal notice regarding
samples that may be requested after the proposal is reviewed. By April, they were producing complete
motorcycles on a very limited basis. Production continued until  They also designed and built a three-wheeled
delivery vehicle called the Servi-Car , which remained in production until  Davidson was toolroom foreman.
Its advanced loop-frame pattern was similar to the Milwaukee Merkel motorcycle designed by Joseph Merkel,
later of Flying Merkel fame. Proposals will not be considered without the Licensee Application Form
completed. The bigger engine and loop-frame design took it out of the motorized bicycle category and marked
the path to future motorcycle designs. After , the majority of bikes produced by Harley-Davidson were
V-Twin models. Therefore, it is possible for the manufacturer to inflate sales numbers by requiring dealers to
accept more inventory than desired in a practice called channel stuffing. It was finished in with the help of
Arthur's brother Walter Davidson. They also began selling their motorcycles to police departments around this
time, a market that has been important to them ever since. The Bobcat was manufactured only in the model
year. Instructions and process for these types of submissions are available by calling the ECC Hotline at  The
location was positioned to sell motorcycles in the southern hemisphere market. The company announced on
September 14, , that it would remain in Wisconsin. The M had a semi-step-through frame and tank. Production
that year swelled to 16, machines. Many components such as brakes, forks, shocks, carburetors, electrics and
wheels were outsourced from foreign manufacturers and quality increased, technical improvements were
made, and buyers slowly returned. Years later, the company moved the original shed to the Juneau Avenue
factory where it stood for many decades as a tribute. The resulting single-cylinder Buell Blast was introduced
in , [79] and was made through , which, according to Buell, was to be the final year of production.


